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The observation of the two states Pc(4380) and Pc(4445) [Phys.Rev.Lett. 115 (2015) 072001]
solids the existence of the pentaquark state in Nature. In this work, we study the spectrum of the
pentaquark states including one or two heavy quarks based on the bound state approach by binding
the heavy-light mesons to the nucleon as a soliton in an effective Lagrangian approach. By regarding
the H doublet and G doublet as chiral partners to each other and coupling them to light mesons
with a minimal derivative, the chiral partner structure of the pentaquark states is calculated. We
find that the bound state approach prefers to arrange P+c (4440) and Pc(4457) into a heavy quark
doublet ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
) so both decay to J/ψp through the S-wave. The predicted spectrum shown in
this work serves as a guide for the experimental hunting of more pentaquark states.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2015, two peaks which were named P+c (4380) and
P+c (4450) were observed at LHCb collaboration in the
invariant mass distribution of J/ψp in the decay Λ0b →
J/ψK−p [1]. Very recently, after a closer analysis
of the data, the LHCb collaboration reported a new
enhancement, the P+c (4312) was found and the previ-
ously reported state P+c (4450) split into two structures,
P+c (4440) and P
+
c (4457) [2]. With respect to their decay
products, one can easily conclude that these newly ob-
served P+c states consist of at least five quarks, i.e., they
are hidden charm pentaquark states. So far, we don’t
definitely know any other quantum number of these pen-
taquark states except isospin which can be fixed from
their decay products J/Ψp to be I = 1/2.
Since the report of the two states, Pc(4380) and
Pc(4445) [1], a lot of theoretical studies have been per-
formed to explain their characters. Some of these suggest
that these pentaquarks may be interpreted as molecu-
lar states [3–10], tightly bound pentaquark states [11–
14], just the kinematical effects of the rescattering from
χc1p → J/ψp [15] or threshold effect [16]. There’s an-
other idea to account for the masses and quantum num-
bers of the pentaquarks using the bound state approach
in which the pentaquark states are composite states
formed by a baryon and two heavy-light mesons [17].
More references can be found in, e.g., reviews [18–21].
In this work, we study the spectrum of pentaquark
states by using the bound state approach by binding two
heavy-light mesons with chiral partner structure to the
nucleon as the soliton S. In particular, we regard the
H doublet and G doublet (H and G doublets will be
specified later) as chiral partners [22, 23], so the com-
posite open charm pentaquark states have two scenarios
H¯S and G¯S [24] while the composite hidden charm pen-
taquark states have four scenarios, HSH¯, HSG¯, GSH¯,
GSG¯.
∗ yongliangma@jlu.edu.cn
In the literature, the heavy pentaquark states have
been studied by using the bound approach [17, 25–29]
including the chiral partner structure [24, 30]. Here, we
extend what we did in Ref. [24] to study the hidden
heavy quarkonium pentaquark states after a first revisit
the open charm pentaquark states.
What we found here is that, the states P+c (4440) and
P+c (4457) in the updated data [2] can be arranged in the
heavy quark doublet (12
−
, 32
−
) and therefore both decay
to J/ψp through the S-wave. Due to the chiral partner
structure of the constituent heavy-light mesons, we pre-
dict more pentaquark states which can decay into open
charmed mesons. From the present results one can easily
obtain the pentaquark states including bottom quark.
This paper is organized as follows: We illustrate our
theoretical framework and results of the open charm pen-
taquark states in Sec. II. Our prediction of the hidden
charm pentaquark states are calculated in Sec. III. We
give our discussion of the present calculation in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND OPEN
CHARM PENTAQUARK STATES
We start from Ref. [24] which investigated the chiral
partner structure of the pentaquark states including one
heavy quark based on the bound state approach by bind-
ing the heavy-mesons in the H doublet or G doublet to
the nucleon as the soliton S in an effective Lagrangian
for the pseudoscalar and vector mesons based on hidden
local symmetry [31]. We will only cover the part relevant
to the present work.
We introduce the charmed heavy-light meson doublets
H and G with quantum numbers JP = (0−, 1−) and
JP = (0+, 1+), respectively, into the model. In terms of
the physical states and the notation of PDG [32], they
are expressed as
H =
1 + v/
2
(D∗;µγµ + iDγ5) ,
G =
1 + v/
2
(
D′;µ1 γµγ5 +D
∗
0
)
, (1)
2which have charm number c = + 1. Regarding the
H doublet and G doublet as chiral partners to each
other [22, 23], we write the effective Lagrangian describ-
ing the interaction between the heavy-light mesons and
the light mesons as [22–24] 1
Lheavy = Tr
[
G(iv · D˜)G¯
]
− Tr
[
H(iv · D˜)H¯
]
+ gATr
[
Hγµγ5αˆ⊥µH¯
]− gATr [Gγµγ5αˆ⊥µG¯] ,
(3)
where
αˆ‖µ =
1
2i
(DµξR · ξ†R +DµξL · ξ†L),
αˆ⊥µ =
1
2i
(DµξR · ξ†R −DµξL · ξ†L), (4)
and the covariant derivative D˜µ is defined as
Dµ = ∂µ − i g
2
(τ · ρµ + ωµ),
D˜µ = Dµ − iκαˆ‖µ. (5)
In Lagrangian (3), ξ†L = ξR =
√
U = eipi/fpi , the equality
of the coupling constants in the third and fourth terms
are due to the chiral partner structure, fpi, g, gA and κ
are parameters fixed in Ref. [24].
In the bound state approach, due to the spin-isospin
correlation in the adopted “hedgehog” ansatz for soli-
ton configuration [33], and the conservation of the heavy
quark spin, the equation of motion of heavy-light meson
field is invariant the rotation of the “ light grand spin”
g = L+ Jlight + Ilight = L+K, (6)
where L is the ordinary orbital angular momentum oper-
ator between the soliton and heavy-light meson, Ilight is
the isospin operator of the heavy-light meson field and,
Jlight is the spin operator of the light degree of freedom
of the heavy-light meson which has the eigenvalue 1/2 for
both H and G doublets. In the bound state approach,
for the quantum number l of operator L, the HS(H¯S)
bound states have parity piH = (−1)l while the GS(G¯S)
bound states have parity piG = − (−1)l. In this work
we will consider both the large Nc limit and heavy quark
limit, i.e., both soliton and heavy-light mesons have in-
finite mass. Therefore, we will not consider the orbital
excitation between the constituents, i.e., take l = 0.
From Lagrangian (3), one can express the potential VH
between H doublet and soliton and potential VG between
G doublet and soliton as
VH =
1
2
(1 + κ)gω(0) + gAF
′
(0)
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
,
1 The coupling between the H doublet and G doublet is
LGH = gGHTr
[
Hγµγ5αˆ⊥µG¯
]
+ h.c.. (2)
Therefore, in the heavy quark limit, its contribution to the bound
state vanishes in the rest frame of the soliton [30].
VG =
1
2
(1 + κ)gω(0)− gAF
′
(0)
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
, (7)
where k is the eigenvalue of the operator K = Jlight +
Ilight defined in Eq. (6). In Eq. (7), F (0) and ω(0) are, re-
spectively, the static profile functions of pion and omega
at origin. Their values depend on the profiles of the soli-
ton configuration at origin, therefore the model of soli-
ton. Here, to consistent with the present work, we take
the values from Ref. [34]
The state with definite angular momentum and isospin
can be generated by collective quantization. The col-
lective rotation gives an additional contribution to the
Largrangian [35]
δLcoll = 1
2
IΩ2 +Θ ·Ω, (8)
where I is the moment of inertia of the soliton and Ω is
the angular velocity of the collective rotation. Θ is the
isospin of the heavy-light mesons interacting with the nu-
cleon as soliton [25]. The angular momentum computed
from this collective rotation is
Jrot =
∂δLcoll
∂Ω
= IΩ+Θ, (9)
where Jrot and the total isospin I satisfying I = J rot [25].
Now, the total spin of the light degrees of freedom in the
heavy baryon (bound state) is expressed as
j = Jrot +K. (10)
With respect to the heavy quark spin, the spin operator
of the composite heavy baryon is expressed as JB = j +
SQ with eigenvalues jB = j ± 1/2.
By the standard Legendre transformation, one can get
the rotation energy Hcoll as
Hcoll =
1
2I
[
(1− χ(k)) I2 + χ(k)j2 − χ(k)K2 + 3
4
]
,
(11)
where
χ(k) =
{
[k(k+1)+3/4−jlight(jlight+1)]
2k(k+1) , k 6= 0;
0, k = 0.
(12)
With the above discussion, we then finally obtain the
bound state mass as
MBS =Msol + M¯H,G + VH,G +Hcoll. (13)
In this expression, M¯H,G are the spin-averaged heavy-
light meson masses with
M¯H =
mD0 + 3mD∗
4
= 1.98 GeV,
M¯G =
mD∗0 + 3mD1
4
= 2.41 GeV. (14)
Using the empirical values of the baryon masses mN =
0.94 GeV,m∆ = 1.23 GeV, we obtain the following values
of the parameters
Msol = 0.868 GeV, 1/I = 0.193 GeV, g = 4.74.(15)
3By using the D∗ → Dpi, we obtain |gA| ≃ 0.56 [36].
In combination with mΛc = 2.29 GeV which can be re-
garded as aHS bound state in the bound state approach,
we can fix κ = − 0.83 with gA = 0.56 [24]. With this
parameter choice and the profile functions of the light
mesons calculated from the HLS upto the next to lead-
ing order [34], the binding energy between the heavy-light
mesons in the H doublet and G doublet and soliton can
be obtained as
VH = − 0.03 + 0.35
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
GeV,
VG = − 0.03− 0.35
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
GeV. (16)
Substituting vµ with − vµ, repeating the previous cal-
culation, one can obtain the binding energy between the
heavy-light mesons in the anti-H doublet (c = − 1) and
anti-G doublet (c = − 1) and soliton as
VH¯ = 0.03− 0.35
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
GeV,
VG¯ = 0.03 + 0.35
[
k(k + 1)− 3
2
]
GeV. (17)
Such kind of bound states made of a soliton and the anti-
H doublet or anti-G doublet are pentaquark states with
one anti-charm quark. We list in Table I the binding
energy for quantum numbers k = 0, 1.
TABLE I. Binding energy between the heavy-light meson and
soliton (in unit GeV).
k Binding energy
H doublet
0 − 0.556
1 0.145
H¯ doublet
0 0.556
1 − 0.145
G doublet
0 0.496
1 − 0.205
G¯ doublet
0 − 0.496
1 0.205
The results shown in Table I tell us that, for the H
doublet with c = + 1, the k = 0 channel forms the first
bound state while for the G doublet with c = + 1, the
k = 1 channel forms the first bound state. However, for
the bound states with anti-charm quark, i.e., the c = −1
sector, the H¯ doublet forms the first bound state in the
k = 1 channel while the G¯ doublet forms the first bound
state in the k = 0 channel. These states are regarded as
pentaquark states with c = − 1.
We list the predicted spectrum of the pentaquark
states in Table II. From this table, we see that, although
the mass difference between the H doublet and G dou-
ble is about ∼ 430 MeV, the bound states H¯S and G¯S
have the close mass. This is because, the G¯ doublet
is more deeply bound to the soliton. In stark contrast
to the standard scenario of chiral partner structure in
TABLE II. Lowest-lying pentaquark states with one an-
ticharm quark (in unit GeV).
Bound state I j I(jPB) Candidates mass
H¯S 0 1 ( 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
) Θc(
1
2
+
),Θc(
3
2
+
) 2.745
G¯S 0 0 1
2
−
Θc(
1
2
−
) 2.778
hadron physics where the mass splitting between chiral
partners is ∼ 430 MeV for nonstrange hadrons [22, 23],
the mass splitting between the chiral partners of the
pentaquark predicted from the bound state approach
is about ∼ 30 MeV. Another point different from the
standard chiral partner scenario is that, the H¯S bound
states form a heavy quark doublet with quantum num-
bers (12
+
, 32
+
) but the corresponding chiral partner is a
heavy quark singlet with quantum numbers 12
−
. It should
be noticed that, due to the deep binding energy in the
G¯S channel, all the states are below the threshold of D¯p,
therefore, these pentaquark states decay through weak
force so that are narrow width states, not easy to ob-
serve.
III. HIDDEN CHARM PENTAQUARK STATES
After the discussion of the pentaquark states with one
anti-charm quark, we extend the bound state approach to
discuss the hidden charm pentaquark states. In this case,
different from the pentaquark states with one anti-charm
quark we discussed in above, two heavy-light mesons —
one charm and the other anticharm — should be bound
to the soliton. In such a case, the rotational energy
reads [37]
δLcoll = 1
2
IΩ2 +Θ1 ·Ω+Θ2 ·Ω (18)
with Θi being the isospin of the i-th heavy-light meson.
Therefore, the total spin of the light degrees of freedom
in the bound state — including two heavy-light mesons
— is defined as
jl = J
rot +K1 +K2, (19)
withKi being the sum of the light-spin and isospin of the
i-th heavy-light mesons. By including the heavy quark
spin, the spin operator for the bound pentaquark state
Pc is expressed as jPc = jl + SQ1 + SQ2 . Therefore, in
the bound state approach, different from the pentaquark
states including one heavy quark, the pentaquark states
with two heavy quarks are arranged into two heavy quark
multiplets. In the present hidden charm pentaquark case,
the bound states made of the i-th and the j-th heavy-
light mesons have parity piipij .
By defining the total K-spin of the light degrees of
freedom in the system Kl = K1 +K2, the Hcoll can be
4expressed as [37]
Hcoll =
1
2I
{
I(I + 1) + 3/2
+ χ1χ2[kl(kl + 1)− k1(k1 + 1)− k2(k2 + 1)]
+
[
χ+
2
+
χ−
2
k1(k1 + 1)− k2(k2 + 1)
kl(kl + 1)
]
× [jl(jl + 1)− I(I + 1)− kl(kl + 1)]
}
,
(20)
where χ± = χ1 ± χ2 with χi given by Eq. (12) for the
i-th heavy-light meson. Then we finally obtain the mass
of the bound state — pentaquark state — as
M =Msol + M¯1 + M¯2 + V1 + V2 +Hcoll, (21)
where M¯i is the spin-averaged mass of the i-th heavy-
light meson in the bound state, Vi is the binding energy
between the soliton and the i-th heavy-light meson which
is given in Table I.
From Table I, we see that, for the c = + 1 meson,
the H doublet bound to soilton in the kpiH = 0− channel
while the G doublet bound to soliton in the kpiG = 1+
channel. However, the c = − 1 meson, the H¯ doublet
bound to soliton in the kpiH¯ = 1− channel while the G¯-
doublet bound to soliton in the kpiG¯ = 0+ channel. The
parity of the bound state pentaquark state is pi = piipij
with pii being the parity of the i-th heavy-light meson
in the bound state. With respect to this fact, we list
our result in Table III together with the corresponding
masses and quantum numbers.
TABLE III. Spectrum of the hidden-charm pentaquark states
M1SM¯2 (in unit MeV).
I kpi11 k
pi2
2 k
pi jpil j
P
Pc
Mass
HSH¯
1
2
0+ 1+ 1+ 1
2
+ 1
2
+
, ( 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
) 4.140
3
2
+ 3
2
+
, ( 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
, 5
2
+
) 4.238
HSG¯ 1
2
0+ 0− 0− 1
2
− 1
2
−
, ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
) 4.417
GSH¯
1
2
1− 1+ 2− 5
2
− 5
2
−
, ( 3
2
−
, 5
2
−
, 7
2
−
) 5.264
3
2
− 3
2
−
, ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
, 5
2
−
) 5.021
1− 3
2
− 3
2
−
, ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
, 5
2
−
) 5.118
1
2
− 1
2
−
, ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
) 4.972
0− 1
2
− 1
2
−
, ( 1
2
−
, 3
2
−
) 5.021
GSG¯
1
2
1− 0− 1+ 3
2
+ 3
2
+
, ( 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
, 5
2
+
) 5.297
1
2
+ 1
2
+
, ( 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
) 5.005
From Table III, we find that all the predicted states are
above the threshold of the J/Ψp, i.e.,MJ/Ψp ≃ 4.04 GeV.
If the decay products J/Ψp of Pc are determined in S-
wave, it can be identified with HSG¯ bound states. How-
ever, if the products J/Ψp are in the P -wave, it should
be the HSH¯ bound states.
Comparing our prediction with the observation, we
found that it is reasonable to identify the P+c (4440) and
P+c (4457) with the HSG¯ bound state and arrange them
in the heavy quark doublet (12
−
, 32
−
). The mass splitting
between the P+c (4440) and P
+
c (4457), ∼ 20 MeV, is due
to the heavy quark symmetry breaking effect, like that of
the heavy-light mesons in the G doublet. In the present
calculation, it is difficult for us to identify the quantum
numbers of Pc(4312) by simply comparing the mass.
We next discuss the chiral partner structure in the
present picture. In the present bound state approach to
the pentaquark states, it is more difficult to identify the
chiral partner than that in the heavy-light meson sector
and the pentaquark state including one heavy quark. A
possible scheme, probably more reasonable one, is to clar-
ify the bound states HSH¯ and HSG¯ as chiral partners
to each other and, GSH¯ and GSG¯ as another chiral part-
ners. In this scenario, the chiral partner structure arises
from anti-heavy-light meson constituent in the bound
state. In addition, due to contribution to the rotation
energy from the combination of the quantum numbers k
and jl, the mass splitting between the chiral partners is
subtle.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we studied the spectrum of heavy quark
pentaquark states from the bound state approach with
chiral partner structure. We take both the large Nc limit
and the heavy quark limit, therefore the constituents can
be regarded as infinitely heavy objects. With respect
to this, we will not consider the radial excitation of the
constituents.
From our calculation, it seems reasonable to identify
the P+c (4440) and P
+
c (4457) as heavy quark doublet with
quantum numbers (12
−
, 32
−
). Their chiral partners have
complicated structure and have about 200 MeV smaller
masses. These are the main conclusions in the this work.
In addition, due to the combinations of the heavy-light
mesons in the bound states, many other states are pre-
dicted. These states may give a guide for the future hint-
ing of more pentaquark states although, after more pre-
cise calculations, for example, including the finite heavy
quark mass corrections, the masses predicted here may
be slightly changed. Different from what observed so far,
these states are above threshold of DD¯N with N being
the nucleon so that can be observed in the channels in-
cluding open charm mesons.
From the present numerical results, one can easily es-
timate the pentaquark states including bottom quarks,
i.e., the states have valence quarks b¯qqqq, b¯cqqq, c¯bqqq and
b¯bqqq with q being the light quark. This can be straight
forwardly done by substituting the spin-averaged mass of
the charmed heavy-light meson doublet with the corre-
sponding one of the bottom heavy-light meson doublet.
Since the potential and collective rotation energy calcu-
lated in the bound state approach only concern the light
degrees freedom, what one should do is to add the mass
difference between the bottom doublet and the corre-
5sponding charmed doublet. We will not list the numbers
here since it is a trivial procedure.
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